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Abstract
Background: Early postoperative acetabular component shifts are often missed due to inadequate x-rays. After initiating a policy at
our practice to obtain standardized pelvic radiographs immediately after hip resurfacing surgery, we began noticing asymptomatic,
spontaneous early cup shifts. With careful x-ray analysis, we discovered that the incidence of shift was 0.9% (12 of 1285 cases).

Methods: Our primary study purpose was to identify and evaluate risk factors for cup shift, with a secondary aim to determine if cup

shifts affected clinical outcomes. We retrospectively collected radiographic data from our clinical database to determine cup shifts.
We further analyzed follow-up data from this database to evaluate clinical outcomes.

Results: All cups became radiographically stable after the initial shift. Approximately 90% of these cases had excellent clinical
outcomes, while 2 cases (9.5% of shifts) were revised: one early for extreme malposition, and the other late for impingement pain. In

95% of shifted cases, the acetabular component moved into a more horizontal position. Mean absolute value of shift was 17° (range
10° - 36°). There were no cases of abnormal metal ion levels, even in the case that steepened and exceeded the RAIL guideline. When

we compared cases before and after the new wedge-fit protocol, we noticed a drop in the incidence of cup shifts from 0.9% to 0.2%
(p = 0.004).

Conclusions: Cup shifts often occur early and are asymptomatic, making them difficult to diagnose. With a series of early x-rays,

we discovered rate of shift at our practice was 0.9%. With a new wedge-fit method of preparing acetabula, rate of early cup shift
decreased significantly to 0.2%.
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Abbreviations

resulting clinical outcomes [5-10]. Of the categories investigated,

Mom: Metal-On-Metal; HRA: Hip Resurfacing Arthroplasty; AWRF:

none have focused on acetabular cup shifts. Some surgeons have

Posterior; AIA: Acetabular Inclination Angle.

solutions.

Adverse Wear-Related Failure; RR: Recovery Room; NSIOR: Nor-

malized-To-Standing Intraoperative Radiographs; AP: Anterior-

Introduction
Background

Metal-on-metal (MoM) hip resurfacing arthroplasty (HRA) has

excellent outcomes, especially in the young and active [1-4]. Many
studies have investigated various HRA failure modes and compli-

cations to improve implant design, perioperative techniques, and

reported individual spontaneous cup shifts (i.e. cup shifts not secondary to other failures) [11-13] but provided no explanations or

The lack of previous published outcomes may, in large part, be

due to the difficult nature of diagnosing cup shifts. Spontaneous
cup shifts are often asymptomatic [14], occur early [4,13,15], and

become stable after the initial shift [4,14]. Therefore, without normalized intraoperative x-rays and immediate postoperative mea-
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surements, many cup shifts can be missed altogether. As part of

2-year follow-up, providing ample time to determine if a cup shift

(RR) pelvis x-rays in 2008, immediate postoperative standing ra-

Neurosurgery PA, Columbia, SC, USA) prospectively. Specifically, we

our effort to understand and prevent adverse wear-related failure

(AWRF) [16], we began taking non-rotated supine recovery room

diographs in 2010, and normalized-to-standing intraoperative radiographs (NSIOR) in 2011. We noticed our first two cup shifts in
late 2008. We hypothesized that improved initial implant stability

might reduce the incidence of this problem and therefore implemented a new acetabular bone preparation method in 2012 that

we named the “wedge-fit” method. Because wedge fitted unce-

mented femoral total hip stems have such reliable fixation [17,18],
we reasoned that creating a similar wedge fit on the acetabular
side might be beneficial.

Herein, we investigate the risk factors for cup shifts and the

had occurred. Clinical, radiographic, and metal ion data as well as

failures were recorded in Ortho Vault (Midlands Orthopaedics and
recorded AIA from all intraoperative and all postoperative pelvic
x-rays in our database. We also compared the incidence of “focal

femoral narrowing” between shifted and non-shifted components.
The sign for focal femoral narrowing has been described previously

by Amstutz [19,20]. it is suspected to result when the femoral neck

makes repetitive contact with the acetabular component edge in
abduction, extension and external rotation of the hip. Thus, femoral

narrowing likely indicates posterior-superior neck impingement
on the cup edge.

Beginning in October 2010, we began recording when an ac-

outcomes of our cup shift protocol. We prospectively collected pa-

etabular component was repositioned intraoperatively. We re-

fit technique, identify risk factors for cup shifts, and determine the

levels, we converted them to whole blood levels by the Smolders’

tient data and performed retrospective analyses to explore the in-

cidence of cup shifts before and after a newly implemented wedgeeffect on cup shifts on clinical outcomes.

Methods

Radiographic protocol
Beginning in 2008, we collected a standardized supine non-

rotated anterior-posterior (AP) pelvis x-ray on every patient immediately after surgery. Beginning in 2010, after ambulation, we
took a standing AP pelvis x-ray prior to discharge from the facility.

quested routine whole blood cobalt and chromium levels at 2 years
follow-up. If the laboratory reported plasma or serum metal ion

method [21]. We categorized each metal ion level results as either

normal, optimal, acceptable, and problematic and potentially toxic.

The rationale for these categories has been described previously
[22].

Implants
All cases were performed using the same hemispherical Biomet

MagnumTM cobalt chrome acetabular component with titanium al-

Additionally, we began taking more precise NSIOR in 2011 to meet

loy plasma spray coating. The implant thickness is 6 mm at the apex

tive radiographs with follow-up standing x-rays. The acetabular

Identifying shifts

strict criteria for acetabular placement that we had developed to

prevent AWRF [16]. This now allowed comparison of intraoperainclination angle (AIA) was measured on all intra- and postopera-

tive pelvic x-rays by multiple trained staff. Intraoperative x-rays

are measured by the single, primary surgeon and confirmed by

a trained x-ray technician. Postoperative x-rays are measured by
the surgeon or head nurse and confirmed by trained office staff. In

summary, our current protocol comprises collecting an AP pelvis
radiograph at each of the following time periods: Preoperatively
supine and standing, operating room “standing” NSIOR, RR supine, before facility discharge standing, at 6 weeks and 1 year both
supine and standing, and we request standing x-rays at 1 year, 2
years and every other year thereafter.

Data collection

Between April 2008 and June 2016, we found 2846 HRA cases

in our database with adequate serial pelvic x-rays and minimum

and 3 mm at the rim. Four pairs of small fins provide additional
rotational control.

Intraoperative x-rays are measured by the single, primary sur-

geon and confirmed by a trained x-ray technician. AIA is measured
by running a horizontal control line along the bottom of the ischium and another measurement line running through the bottom lips

of the acetabular cup (Figure 1). Postoperative x-rays are measured
by the surgeon or head nurse and confirmed by trained office staff.

We define cup shift by change in AIA on equivalent x-rays by more
than 10 degrees (Table 1). Anything less is often a result of the
implant seating in or small measurement variabilities. When a po-

tential shift was identified, the surgeon measured x-rays again and

directly compared side-to-side equivalent pelvic x-rays (supine vs.
supine and standing vs. standing). We do not compare supine with

standing x-rays; we believe that comparison of equivalent x-rays
(supine with supine, standing with standing) provides a justifiable
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assessment of cup shift, which can occur in the sagittal or frontal/

bone (T-score<-1.0) was now under reamed 1-mm; this is achieved

ference in over 10 degrees, it is categorized as a cup shift.

acetabulum was reamed line-to-line with the outer diameter of the

coronal plane. If, after measurements by the two trained staff with

a confirmation evaluation from the surgeon, the cup shows a dif-

with a final reamer sized 1-mm less than the outer diameter of the
implanted cup. In “good bone” or “hard bone” (T-score≥-1.0), the

cup. Finally, we added an “apex relief” in all cases starting in June
2012; a “wedge-fit” was created by removing 2-mm of apex bone

with a small, clean reamer (5-mm smaller than the final reamer)
just prior to component implantation (Figure 2). We placed a metal

trial component that was approximately line-to-line with the final
component into the reamed socket to judge the reaming depth; this

assisted in correct positioning of the component with respect to
inclination, anteversion, and cup overhang. The hypothesis for this

“wedge-fit” reaming method was that softer bone requires more

press fit; also, it is best to avoid bottoming out the component so it
will not “toggle” on the apex. Instead, it should wedge more tightly
Figure 1: Presents the method of obtaining the acetabular

inclination angle by running a horizontal line along the bottom
of the ischium and another line running through the bottom

into the periphery with loading during gait. The entirety of the

“wedge-fit” acetabular preparation protocol was in place by June
2012.

lips of the acetabular cup.

Cup Shifts (n=21)
Outcome

#, % Revised

2 (9.5%)

Immediate Standing

9 (42.9%)

#, % Stable after shift
Time to Shift (#, %)
Before 6 weeks
Unknown

Type of Shift (#, %)
Flattened

Steepened

19 (90.5%)
9 (42.9%)
3 (14.3%)

20 (95.2%)
1 (4.8%)

Table 1: Characterization of Cup shifts.

Surgical method

In 2012, we introduced the new “wedge-fit” acetabular prepa-

ration technique that we hoped would improve initial implant stability (decrease cup shifts). Until November 2011, all acetabulae

were under reamed by 1-mm less than the outer diameter of the
component. Afterwards, reaming was adjusted for bone density.
All patients had a preoperative DEXA scan performed. Only soft

Figure 2: Illustrates acetabular cup placement and fixation
with and without the wedge-fit reaming technique.

Study groups
We defined Group A as cases with no shift and Group B as cases

with identified shift. Demographics are listed in table 2. To assess
differences in clinical outcomes between patients with and with-

out cup shift, we compared functional scores (Table 3). Further, we
identified 10 patients with bilateral HRA in which only one side
shifted and compared clinical outcomes we between their shifted
and non-shifted hips. We present blood ion data for these cases in
table 4.
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Group A
(No Shift)

Variable
Date Range

2825

Demographics
# Female

745 (26.4%)

Age (Years)

T-Score

# Osteoarthritis

P-value

4/2008-6/2016

# of Cases

BMI

Group B
(Cup Shift)

53.6 ± 8.3

27.7 ± 4.7
0.0 ± 1.2

2222 (78.6%)

--

7 (33.3%)

0.4715

53.6 ± 9.8

1.000

27.9 ± 5.7

0.8462

-0.3 ± 1.1

0.2536

16 (76.2%)

Table 2: Demographics (No Shift vs Cup Shift).

Cup Shifted
(N=21)

P-value

HHS Score

98.3 ± 5.8

98.5 ± 2.4

0.8746

VAS Pain: Regular

0.2 ± 0.8

0.2 ± 0.6

1.000

Postoperative

--

21

No Shift
(N=2825)

Variable

0.7872

HHS Pain Score
UCLA Score

#, % Patients Tested
Mean Co

Mean Cr

Normal (#,%)

Optimal (#, %)

Acceptable (#,%)

Problematic (#, %)

Toxic (#, %)

Unilateral
(N=1565)

VAS Pain: Worse

Groin Pain (# cases, %)

Normal Metal Ions (#
cases, %)

0.8 ± 0.9

Bilateral
(N=1260)

P-value
--

<0.0001*

1.7 ± 2.0

<0.0001*

1.3 ± 1.5

776 (97.6%)

313 (58.5%)

522 (97.6%)

2 (0.3%)

8 (1.5%)

4 (0.7%)

0.3953

641 (80.6%)
17 (2.1%)
0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Statistical analyses

1.3 ± 2.1

109 (7.1%)

1307/1330
(98.3%)

Unilateral
(N=11)

Bilateral
(N=10)

16/21 (76.2%)

1.1 ± 0.5

1.1 ± 0.5

P-value
--

1.000

<0.0001*

0.7 ± 0.3

0.3605

0.9601

12 (100%)

4 (100%)

1.000

0.1868

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

9 (75%)

3 (75%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Table 4: Blood Metal Ion Data.

We performed a multivariate analysis to determine what fac-

tors might affect the incidence of cup shifts (Table 5). ANCOVA was
performed using XLSTAT (Addinsoft, New York, NY). In all other

0.9089

7.0 ± 2.4

0.2546

1.9 ± 3.0

0.1939

1 (7.7%)

0.8572

16/16
(100%)

0.5961

P-values between
Group I and Group II

1.0 ± 0.6

0.2225

42.8 ± 1.9

Table 3: Clinical Outcomes (No Shift vs Cup Shift).
Shifted

1330/2825 (47.1%)

1.1 ± 1.2

7.5 ± 2.0

2

No shift
Variables

42.9 ± 4.0

0 (0.0%)

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

Unilateral

Bilateral

0.0063*
1.000

0.4433

0.6241

0.5892

0.6101

0.8650
1.000

0.5492

0.4245

0.5029

0.7490

0.8026

0.8650
1.000

comparisons, a Students’ t-test was used to compare averages, and
a two-population Z-test was used to compare ratios. All statistical
analyses were carried out at a 95% confidence interval.

Source

Value

Standard error

t

Pr > |t|

Lower bound (95%)

Upper bound (95%)

Intraoperative AIA

0.001

0.000

1.040

0.298

0.000

0.001

0.000

0.000

-0.156

0.876

-0.001

0.000

T-score

-0.001

BMI

0.000

Implant Size
Age

Diagnosis
Wedge-fit

Cup Repositioned
Sex

-0.001
0.005

0.011

-0.004
0.004

0.002

-0.450

0.000

0.696

0.001

0.005

0.005

0.006

0.006

-1.362
0.919

1.972

-0.578
0.580

0.653

-0.004

0.486

-0.001

0.173

0.358

0.049*
0.563

0.562

-0.003

-0.005
0.000

-0.016

-0.009

Table 5: Linear Regression Multivariate Analysis/ANCOVA.

0.003

0.000

0.001

0.014

0.021

0.009

0.016
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Ethics approval
This retrospective analysis is exempt from IRB review based

on 45 CFR 46, “Collection or Study of Existing Data”, considering
the HIPPA Privacy Rule (45 CFR 160 and 164a); this has been confirmed by the IRB at Providence Hospital in Columbia, SC.

Results

These data show that about half of the shifts (42.9%) occurred

the first time the patient walked, while the same amount (42.9%)
occurred by the initial 6-week follow-up x-ray (Table 1). These

cups did not appear to result in failure of bone ingrowth (defined
as acetabular loosening before 3 years), as we originally feared. All

components stabilized by 6 weeks from the initial shift. Most cups
(95%) shifted to a relatively more horizontal position and stayed
under the RAIL. Mean absolute value of shift was 17° with a range
of 10° to 36°.

There were no differences in demographics between cases with

and without shifts (Table 2). Rate of repositioning intraoperatively
was no different between cases with and without shifts. While the

number of “small” implants (< 48 mm bearing) was similar, the
mean component size for shifted cups was significantly smaller
(48.1 ± 3.7 mm for shifted cups vs 49.8 ± 3.5 mm for no shift, p

= 0.03). Rate of apex relief was significantly higher among nonshifted cases (51.4% vs 28.6%, p = 0.04).

Excluding the two failures, there was no difference in clinical

score between shifted and non-shifted cups. Of the patients with
shifted components, ten received bilateral HRA. We compared pain

scores and range-of-motion between both sides for each individual patient; for equal postoperative intervals, pain scores were the
equal between hips for the same patient. Function scores varied by
an average of two between bilateral hips (range 0 - 14), and range-

of-motion varied by an average of three degrees between bilateral
hips (range 0-20°).

When comparing 2-year blood ion levels between cases with

and without cup shift (Table 4), we found an analysis of outliers

more telling than comparing mean levels. In the cup shift group, 16
of 21 patients (76%) complied with ion testing requests; all 16 cas-

es had either “normal” or “optimal” ion levels. Among non-shifted
cases with metal ion results (47.1%), 97% of metal ion results fell

into these categories. In this group, 2.5% had “acceptable” levels,

and another 0.5% had “problematic” ion levels. Mean metal ion levels were largely similar between both groups: whole blood cobalt

and chromium levels in unilateral patients were 1.2 µg/L and 0.9
µg/L, respectively. All cases of AWRF were revised and are listed
as separate failures (4 non-shifted cases; 0 shifted cases); their ion
levels are not included in Table 4. AWRF is predicted by metal ions

greater than 20 µg/L and confirmed during revision surgery with
the presence of metallic fluid collection.

There were 38 failures (1.0%) that required revision surgery

among cases without cup shift. There were 2 implant failures

(10%) in cases with cup shifts. One cup shift case was revised early
for extreme cup shift (36° to 0°) with excessive anteversion. A sec-

ond case of cup shift was revised at 4 years due to hip impingement.
At their 2-year follow-up, the patient had an activity score of 9 out

of 10, HHS of 96, and optimal ion levels. At 4 years, he presented
with impingement symptoms. A cup revision back to the original

implanted position was recommended, but the patient elected to
have a revision to a total hip replacement elsewhere with unknown
outcome. Overall rate of failure was statistically different between

shifted and non-shifted cases (p = 0.002); however, this rate was no

longer significantly different when excluding the elected revision
(p = 0.18).

The one unrevised case that shifted into a steeper position out-

side of the RAIL did not develop AWRF. This case had a 46-mm

bearing size, with a RAIL limit of 40°. The cup shifted from 36° to
49°. The cup became stable after the shift and thus did not require
revision. The patient had optimal ion levels at 4 years postopera-

tive and HHS of 100 at their latest follow-up (8 years postopera-

tive). Overall, shifted cups had a significantly lower AIA than nonshifted cups (p < 0.0001).

The multivariate analysis (Table 5) exposed just one variable

that influences rate of cup shift. The wedge-fit preparation signifi-

cantly reduced cup shifts (p = 0.049). This compares with the Ztest comparing rate of apex relief between shifted and non-shifted

cases, which showed that apex relief was significantly lower among

cup shifts (p = 0.04). The ANCOVA suggests that none of the following variables had a significant influence on cup shift: age, sex,

T-score, intraoperative AIA, diagnosis, implant size, BMI or intraoperative component repositioning.
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Discussion
Previously, we failed to notice acetabular component shifts until

we began regularly collecting non-rotated standardized AP pelvis

x-rays in the RR. To better understand these often-asymptomatic

acetabular shifts, we performed a retrospective analysis of a sin-

gle-surgeon MoM HRA cohort without and with cup shifts. The
ANCOVA outcomes showed the wedge-fit technique significantly
reduced risk of cup shifts. This compared with our Z-test results,

showing that rate of apex relief is significantly lower among cup

shifts. Furthermore, clinical outcomes were not significantly different for cases with or without cup shift.

It is difficult to predict which hip implants are likely to shift, and

without regular radiographs, it is also challenging to recognize

change in acetabular position. Demographics were similar between
shifted and non-shifted cases, suggesting that no age, gender, diagnosis, or weight group is more at risk for change in acetabular

position. Patients with cup shifts were no more likely than other
patients to experience pain (p = 0.50). Average clinical scores were
similar between cases with and without cup shift. When comparing individual bilateral HRA patients with one shifted cup and the

other with no change in position, the pain and range-of-motion of
both hips were similar.

Steep cups are known to correlate with higher levels of metal

ions in the blood [24-26]. Therefore, one might think shifted cups
should cause concern over metal wear. However, we have found
that most cups shift into a more horizontal position (95%) and
are stable for at least 2-years thereafter, indicating that they be-

came bone ingrown. The metal ion data for our cohort showed that

cobalt and chromium levels were similar between patients with
shifted and non-shifted cups. There were no high-level outliers

among the shifted cups. All shifted cases presented optimal ion
levels.

There are several limitations to this study. First, we did not be-

gin taking immediate standing postoperative x-rays until 2007 or
NSIOR until 2011. The x-ray protocol was gradually improved and

initial shift. Consequently, we list 3 shifted cases as unknown time

of shift. However, all other shifts occurred before 6 weeks and then

stabilized. A third limitation is that we only studied shifts over 10°.

It is possible there were other shifts of less magnitude. We chose
10° because we were confident that we could identify this degree

of shift within the variability of our x-ray technique. Because we

found that the studied shifts did not usually cause problems, lesser
degrees of early shift are unlikely to either.

A component shift in the first 6 weeks would normally raise concern of failure of ingrowth. However, we found that this phenom-

enon more likely represents the bedding in of an acetabular component which then becomes stable. Therefore, unless the new cup

position is extreme, we advise waiting. Few shifts require revision,
in our experience (9.5%). To better detect these shifts, we recommend collecting multiple pelvic x-rays with neutral rotation at several time intervals. These should be stored in a digital file to facilitate comparison.

Conclusions

In summary, asymptomatic early cup shifts are a previously un-

recognized problem that we only discovered after instituting a rigorous x-ray protocol in 2007. In all studied cases, the component

stabilized, which no subsequent shifting. In most cases, the acetab-

ular component shifts to a more horizontal position and therefore

does not adversely affect wear. In most shifts, clinical outcome is

excellent with no effect on range-of-motion. We found that shifts
occurred in 0.9% of cases with 1-mm under-reaming; shifts were
significantly reduced to 0.2% with a wedge-fit preparation tech-

nique. Our ANCOVA analysis also suggests the wedge-fit method
decreases risk of shift. Other demographic factors do not seem to

indicate an at-risk group. Repositioning acetabular components to

optimize cup position does not increase rate of shift; we suggest

intraoperative repositioning when required to meet the RAIL crite-

ria and avoid edge loading. Our final recommendation to minimize
shift is to use a wedge-fit preparation technique with intraopera-

tive cup repositioning to meet RAIL guidelines; additionally, multiple x-rays should be taken to properly diagnose acetabular shifts.
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